Mutation and structure guided discovery of an antiviral small molecule that mimics an essential C-Terminal tripeptide of the vaccinia D4 processivity factor.
The smallpox virus (variola) remains a bioterrorism threat since a majority of the human population has never been vaccinated. In the event of an outbreak, at least two drugs against different targets of variola are critical to circumvent potential viral mutants that acquire resistance. Vaccinia virus (VACV) is the model virus used in the laboratory for studying smallpox. The VACV processivity factor D4 is an ideal therapeutic target since it is both essential and specific for poxvirus replication. Recently, we identified a tripeptide (Gly-Phe-Ile) motif at the C-terminus of D4 that is conserved among poxviruses and is necessary for maintaining protein function. In the current work, a virtual screening for small molecule mimics of the tripeptide identified a thiophene lead that effectively inhibited VACV, cowpox virus, and rabbitpox virus in cell culture (EC50 = 8.4-19.7 μM) and blocked in vitro processive DNA synthesis (IC50 = 13.4 μM). Compound-binding to D4 was demonstrated through various biophysical methods and a dose-dependent retardation of the proteolysis of D4 proteins. This study highlights an inhibitor design strategy that exploits a susceptible region of the protein and identifies a novel scaffold for a broad-spectrum poxvirus inhibitor.